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Situation

Overview
Customer: Louisville Bedding
Country: United States
Industry: Textile Manufacturing (Bedding)
Headquarters: Louisville, KY
Facilities: Louisville, KY and Tolleson, AZ
Customer Profile: Louisville Bedding
Company is a manufacturer and distributor
of textile bedding components.
Business Situation
The Louisville Bedding Company has
more than average complexity when it
comes to manufacturing processes. Using
a combination of process and discrete
manufacturing, they needed a system
that offered the flexibility to monitor all
operations. Sophisticated requirements in
the areas of batch and serialized materials
management, receiving and shipping,
quality controls for both purchased and
manufactured items, and inter-facility
inventory tracking added numerous
complications in the daily operations.
Solutions
• Microsoft Dynamics AX
• Bisynchronous integration with custom
MES
Benefits
• Advanced financial reporting capabilities
for single location and enterprise-wide
views.
• Systematic connection between the shop
floor operations (MES) and the ERP system
• Real time views of raw materials and
finished goods
• Automation of complex receiving and
shipping rules
• Customer EDI communications
• Automated multicurrency functionality
out-of-the-box.
• Point and scan inventory management
• One ecosystem for process and discrete
manufacturing
• Procurement and sourcing automation

Louisville Bedding Company started in 1889 as a mattress
manufacturer. During its long history, the Company recreated
itself many times manufacturing different textile product such as
decorative kitchen and bedding items, mattress pads and bed
pillows. In May 2013, The Company sold its consumer products
division and redirected its focus to the mattress component
industry.
Louisville Bedding had been using a mix of legacy systems for
many years. Their solution employed an outdated “green screen”
user interface and was hindered by separate, unintegrated
applications for accounting, production and procurement. They
experienced challenges updating their software which made
it difficult to implement new features. Through the sale of the
consumer products division, they gave up their license to the
primary ERP system and suddenly they had a nightmare situation
requiring a new solution implemented in a nearly impossible
amount of time.
With only eight months until they no longer had rights to their
current ERP system, Louisville Bedding began researching
possible replacement systems and quickly realized that very
few out of the box solutions would fit their needs. They needed
a system that could be tailored to fit their unique business
processes, including:
•Functionality for managing both process and discrete
manufacturing
•Automated inventory tracking in multiple units of
measurement
•Various financial units integrated into payroll and EDI
•Seamless integration into current in-house Manufacturing
Execution System (MES)
•Detailed, user-friendly logistics and inventory modules
that met their customers’ and vendors’ needs
Louisville Bedding Company evaluated several ERP packages
and finalized their decision by allowing their users to vote. In
the end, Microsoft Dynamics AX was selected because it offered
the flexibility and functionality they needed to continue thriving in
their competitive industry.

The Implementation Process
Louisville Bedding weighed their options for a Microsoft
Dynamics AX partner, and in the end decided that the team
at Ellipse Solutions would be perfect for their needs. Ellipse
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“In just a short four and a half
months, Ellipse Solutions had
Louisville Bedding set up with
all the new tools, new processes
and data they needed in order to
continue all operations without
interruptions.”

Solutions proposed to deliver more than expected functionality
and, by using their global presence, work on an around-the-clock
implementation process that would drastically cut down on the
amount of time needed to get the system up and running.
Using a formal, expanded process based on Microsoft Sure
Step, Ellipse Solutions goes over and beyond what is expected
from an AX partner by adding product knowledge and depth of
resources to ensure every
aspect of their business is
met. Strict documentation
standards and extensive
user testing characterize
this approach, and were not
compromised even with limited
implementation timeline.

Benefits
Since implementing Microsoft Dynamics AX from Ellipse
Solutions, Louisville Bedding has noticed many benefits across
their operations including:
Easy to Use, Modern Day Interface
In the past, Louisville Bedding was using an outdated system
based on green-screen technology. The interface relied heavily
on manual data input and was tough to learn. Since Microsoft
Dynamics AX has a similar look and feel to the Microsoft Office
suite, Louisville Bedding was able to spend less time and
resources training their employees. The always complicated task
of user adoption was faster and easier.
Rapid Implementation
By the time Ellipse Solutions was chosen as partner of record by
Louisville Bedding, there was only six months before their current
ERP license was about to expire. They needed the implementation
processes to go as quickly as possible yet without cutting corners.
In just a short four and a half months, Ellipse Solutions had
Louisville Bedding set up with all the new tools, new processes
and data they needed in order to continue all operations without
interruptions.
Improved Shop Floor Visibility
Using MES can be beneficial to manufactures by allowing them to
view shop floor data when needed. However, if the data needs to
be input manually, the information loses its integrity. By working
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“By working closely with LBC
internal team and integrating
Louisville Bedding’s current
MES into Microsoft Dynamics
AX, Ellipse Solutions gave
them the ability to automate
all communications between
the production operations and
ERP, view all data throughout
the shop floor and inventory in
real-time with limited need for
manual input.”

closely with LBC internal team and integrating Louisville Bedding’s
current MES into Microsoft Dynamics AX, Ellipse Solutions gave
them the ability to automate all communications between the
production operations and ERP, view all data throughout the shop
floor and inventory in real-time with limited need for manual input.
This allows Louisville Bedding to make better, more confident
decisions based on an up-to-the-minute, current state of shop
floor operations.
Streamlined Receiving, Shipping and Logistics
Putting Louisville Bedding in a position to streamline and simplify
their complex receiving, shipping and logistics processes was
major key to the implementation. They needed the complexity that
AX offered, but they also needed simpler and highly automated
interfaces requiring token user involvement. Ellipse Solutions put
together many processes that are simple to execute and require
minimal clicks. The entire inventory was batched and serialized,
which gives Louisville Bedding the ability to scan each individual
item or moveable racks with a handheld scanner. Different sound
indicators were setup to validate each transaction. This cut down
on the need for time-consuming
manual data input, simplified
material handling (especially
when dealing with particularly
large items), and cut down on
the possibility for human error.
Automatic Tracking of Units of
Measure
Dealing with a lot of roll type products, Louisville Bedding has to
be able to work in many different units of measure. The items have
to be transacted, measured, stored, purchased, and inventoried
in multiple units. Ellipse Solutions has maximized and improved
Microsoft Dynamics AX capabilities to automatically track and
convert these units with unique approach for all products at
different processing stages.
Quality Controls and Documentation
Louisville Bedding has sophisticated requirements with
regards to maintenance and tracking of quality inspections and
related documentation for both purchased and manufactured
components. This includes either vendor supplied or internally
produced Certificates of Analysis documentation accompanying
most products. These constraints where accommodated and
automated in Microsoft Dynamics AX for the raw materials
receipts and inspection, finished goods inventory and inter-plant
transfers.
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For More Information
Many enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems have never moved beyond
managing the administration dimension
of your business, tracking general ledger,
payroll, and HR, while the real operation
of the business is managed elsewhere.
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 is different,
covering both the administrative and
operational requirements. To do this,
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 delivers
rich, prebuilt, industry-operational
functionality out of the box, with proven
functionality for manufacturing (process,
discrete, and lean).
For more information about Microsoft
Dynamics AX, go to:
http://www.microsoft.com/enus/
dynamics/erp-ax-overview.aspx

About Ellipse Solutions
Ellipse Solutions is a global Microsoft Dynamics® AX
Gold ERP Partner specializing in business solutions,
software development and implementation consulting
for manufacturing, distribution, construction, and service
companies.
Their experience with ERP solutions dates back to the
beginning of Axapta (now known as Microsoft Dynamics
AX) as a product in the U.S. marketplace, and includes
successful implementations and upgrades of all Microsoft
Dynamics AX versions and releases. Ellipse Solutions team
offers expertise in business operations, analysis, process
reengineering, custom software development, software
testing, implementation services, and maintenance/support
services.
For more information about Ellipse Solutions, call (937) 3121547, email solutions@ellipsesolutions.com or visit
www.ellipsesolutions.com.
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